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Editorial
The Queensland Science Network (QSN) was officially launched by His Excellency the Governor
of Queensland at a reception on Thursday 13 June 2019. The Queensland Science Network
fosters collaboration between organisations involved in science and natural history to:
• Introduce the public to a range of community-based scientific organisations
• Promote the value of science and encourage involvement in scientific activities
• Publicise activities, resources and events by member groups
• Advocate on issues of common concern
• Maintain an online library of publications, teaching materials, citizen science reports and
other forms of documented scientific knowledge, accessible to all.
‘Science’ is the application of scientific method to observations about the biophysical world.
Colin Lynam, Editor, Queensland Science Network Newsletter (newsletter@scienceqld.org.au)

Members Awards, News and Media
Dr Geoff Monteith Honoured
The ABC recently ran an article showcasing the taxonomic work of Dr Geoff Monteith, member of
The Royal Society Of Queensland and the Entomological Society of Queensland. Dr Monteith has
been included in the list of the top 10 most commemorated scientists in history.
•
Entomologist Dr Geoff Monteith has had 225 species and 15 genera named after him
•
Dr Monteith has collected more than 200,000 specimens, as well as significant numbers of
arachnids, myriapods and molluscs
•
Despite retiring in 2006, Dr Monteith continues to collect and classify new insect species.
Dr Monteith worked for 16 years as Curator of Insects at the University of Queensland, then 28
years as Curator of Insects at Queensland Museum, a total of 44 years’ paid employment, then
has been an active research fellow at QM from 2006 until present. He remains an honorary
researcher at the Museum.
The list of the world's top 10 most commemorated scientists was published earlier this year in a
book titled Charles Darwin's Barnacle and David Bowie's Spider: How Scientific Names Celebrate
Adventurers, Heroes and Even a Few Scoundrels.
Ten most commemorated scientists
1. Charles Darwin, Geologist, England
2. Alfred Russel Wallace, Biologist, England
3. Joseph Dalton Hooker, Botanist, England

4. William Jackson Hooker, Botanist, England
5. Alexander von Humboldt, Plymath, Germany
6. Augusto Weberbauer, Botanist, Germany
7. Julian Steyermark, Botanist, USA
8. Cyrus Guernsey Pringle, Botanist, USA
9. Willy Kuschel, Entomologist, New Zealand
10. Geoffrey Monteith, Entomologist, Queensland, Australia, Queensland Museum.
Of these, Dr Monteith is the only one still alive. We congratulate him!
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Queensland’s new Chief Scientist
Professor Hugh Possingham has been
appointed as Queensland’s Chief Scientist.
Prof. Possingham is qualified in mathematics
and ecology and has had a distinguished
career advising governments on conservation
policy.
In 2016 he became the Chief Scientist at
global conservation organisation The Nature
Conservancy.
(Photo supplied: The Nature Conservancy)
Read more of Prof. Possingham’s bio at the Office of the Chief Scientist’s website.

Happenings at RGSQ
RGSQ will be presenting a zoom lecture on Nov. 24 by Dr.
Emma Kennedy (UQ-SEES Researcher) “Where to begin with
mapping the planet’s coral reefs”.
Go to the link to RGSQ website for latest updates on activities.
https://rgsq.org.au/whatson
RGSQ is pleased to announce the availability of the inaugural
RGSQ 2021 Calendar. The calendar contains an image for each
month chosen from the recent photographic competition,
including the three winners.

Happenings at the Queensland Fire and Biodiversity Consortium

After 20 years of operation, as the result of a comprehensive strategic
planning process, and with the support of partners and Healthy Land and
Water, the South East Queensland Fire and Biodiversity Consortium has
broadened its delivery to become the Queensland Fire and Biodiversity
Consortium (QFBC), reflecting increased demand from landholders and
stakeholders for the high-quality products and services provided by QFBC.
Read more here: http://www.fireandbiodiversity.org.au/news/fire-and-biodiversity-consortium-toexpand-reach-across-queensland
For past conferences/workshops/QFBC Forums, click here.
For the forthcoming 2020 Fire Science Forum, this will be an online seminar series on
Tuesdays 10, 17 and 24 November 9:30 AM-11 AM. Click here for program and registration.
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Happenings: New Committee for the Queensland Chapter of ACSA

The Chair - Janine Bedros
Vice Chair - Darryl Ebenezer
Secretary/Treasurer – Luise Manning
Government Liaison – Caitlin Syme
General Committee Members: Jennifer Seevinck and Cheryl Tan.
The new Committee held its first full
meeting online on 18 September, with
lots of discussion about how best to
engage with members during COVID-19
restrictions.
It will be holding an online Meet & Greet
to help celebrate the #CitSciOzOnline
event in October. The Committee invites
Queensland members to meet the new
Qld Chapter Committee and share what
they have been doing with Citizen
Science in your region. Attendees are
invited to contribute ideas or photos for
the meeting.
The event will be held on Thursday 22
October 7-8pm Brisbane time (AEST).
You can register for free by clicking on
this link.

Round Seven of the Zika mozzie hunt is about to begin:
To ensure your contact info is up to date we ask participants to re-register on
https://metrosouth.health.qld.gov.au/zika-mozzie-seeker/register
Any questions, please direct them to: MSPHU-Med Ent@health.qld.gov.au
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Community Data Collection Projects and Digital Apps
Sanctuary Support Group President John Tucker with Ted O’Brien and Cr Maria Suarez walk the trail.

Citizen Scientists hit the Sunshine Coast’s first ClimateWatch Trail

A new ClimateWatch trail was recently opened on the Sunshine coast at Maroochy Wetlands
Sanctuary in Bli Bli. The Maroochy Wetlands Sanctuary Support Group Inc. have been collecting
local observations on wetland species of flora and fauna, and their volunteering efforts can now
also contribute to our knowledge of the impacts of climate change. Through the ClimateWatch trail
and associated smartphone app, citizen scientists of all walks of life can get outdoors and
contribute to climate change science on this new trail.
Council is hoping that this project will encourage people to enjoy the outdoors and participate in a
national citizen science project. Two more ClimateWatch trails are under development for the
Sunshine Coast: at Currimundi Lake and Kawana Forest.
If you’re keen to get started there are a number of trails set up in Queensland including at the
Brisbane Botanic Gardens Mount Coot-Tha and the Brisbane City Gardens as well as the Gold
Coast Regional Botanic Gardens. Up north you can visit the Tinaroo Environmental Education
Centre near Atherton trails, or either of the other two newly created trails at both the James Cook
University Cairns and Townsville Campuses.

Climate Watch

Is climate change affecting the migration of the Eastern Koel? Help us find out!
ClimateWatchers are encouraged to keep an eye out for the Eastern Koel (Eudynamys
orientalis) which should be arriving from PNG around this time of year, and record it in the
ClimateWatch app. To understand why phenology is key in tracking climate change, check
out this article in The Conversation.
The ClimateWatch app will also be getting some major improvements, hopefully to be
completed in time for some Christmas ‘ClimateWatching’!
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Noteworthy Publications and Databases
Putting a citizen science stamp on it!
19 May 2020 By Michelle Neil (paraphrased)
At the end of March 2019 I had just returned from the USA Citizen Science Association’s
Conference in North Carolina and I had just submitted my ACSA blog about my adventures. I was
still buzzing about everyone I had met, the sheer volume of people (over 800!) that were at the
Conference and how well citizen science was presented plus the funding and grant opportunities
and global collaborations that we talked about.
Yet back in Australia, I was frustrated. Despite the Australian Citizen Science Association’s (and
my) best efforts, many Australians still didn’t know what citizen science is or how anyone can
contribute to increase scientific knowledge.
One thing led to another and Australia Post accepted a suggestion for a citizen science stamp.
After inviting their researchers to browse the more than 350 more projects on the Project Finder
they decided to issue four stamps showcasing four projects.

A stamp represents a piece of a country’s cultural heritage.
1. QuestaGame – Australia’s original gamified citizen science app where you go on quests
to document the biodiversity around you. Also suitable for kids with parental assistance.
2. Butterflies Australia from Australian National University, which is a brand-new citizen
science project looking at butterflies, including invasive species
3. Ngukurr Wi Stadi Bla Kantri (We Study The Country), Ngandi Elders, Ngukurr People,
Yugul Mangi Rangers (in South East Arnhem Land, NT) and Macquarie University, worked
together in a project that discovered “species new to science, found new populations of
threatened species, preserved culturally-significant wetlands, and documented the
community’s plants and animals in eight local languages”. Winner of the 2017 Department
of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources Eureka Prize for Innovation in Citizen
Science.
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4. Zika Mozzie Seeker from Metro South Health, Queensland Health was the first citizen
science-based early warning system to detect disease-spreading mosquitoes in and
around South-east Queensland. Finalist for the 2018 and 2019 Department of Industry,
Science, Energy and Resources Eureka Prizes for Innovation in Citizen Science.
This stamp series, besides from being the first ever citizen science stamps in Australia, has a few
other “firsts” in it as well. For example, butterflies have never been portrayed on an Australian
stamp as anything other than a picture depicting actual colouring, wing shape etc – until now. This
will be the first time the Kriol language will be used on a stamp – technically an Australian
Government approved piece of paper winging its way around the world!
You can find out more about the stamps in the late April Stamp Bulletin, pages 14-16.

First Indigenous-led guidelines on knowledge sharing welcomed
https://ecos.csiro.au/first-indigenous-led-guidelines-on-knowledge-sharingwelcomed/?utm_source=Snapshot-August-2020&utm_medium=newsl…
More than 100 Indigenous contributors
have created Australia’s first guidelines
on how to best strengthen and share
Indigenous knowledge in land and sea
management.
The Our Knowledge, Our Way
guidelines were launched on July 30 at
an online event to more than 1,100
people. The guidelines identify ways
that partners can support good
knowledge practice, for example,
through strong partnership agreements,
support for cultural governance
arrangements and protocols.
Our Knowledge, Our Way artwork: “Sharing the knowledge for caring for our Land” © Emma Burchill
Reproduced with permission from CSIRO

You can download the guidelines here and watch the film here. https://vimeo.com/442907804

World Rivers Day
Prof Angela Arthington, (Griffith University) an ecologist of international standing in river
science and management, has co-written a contribution to World Rivers Day, 27 September:
“Our planet has shown unimaginable resilience, but at a cost we have not fully reckoned—
precipitous declines in the health and biodiversity of freshwater ecosystems will undoubtedly push
us beyond the bounds of sustainability. This impending catastrophe, along with climate change
and pandemics, epitomises the global risk landscape many of us navigate day to day. We have
reached a pivotal moment when all of us, whether policymakers, indigenous and business leaders,
resource managers, engineers, scientists, and the public, must re-evaluate priorities and mobilise
to protect and recover our freshwater ecosystems for the long term.” : Read the full article at
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http://blog.oup.com/2020/09/bring-living-waters-back-to-our-planet/ and feel at liberty to pass it on
to your networks.

A Tasmanian's 54-year obsession to list the world's edible plants

In the five decades since agricultural scientist Bruce French was teaching agriculture in Papua
New Guinea, he has created a database of more than 31,000 edible plants. His work is used to
address malnutrition across the globe and in 2016, he was named an Officer of the Order of
Australia. He believes native plants' nutritional qualities are often overlooked. Information from
the vast database is available for free.
After hearing Bruce French give a presentation on his database back in 2007 to a Rotary club,
agronomist Buz Green helped found the not-for-profit Food Plant Solutions to spread the
message. "As an agronomist, I've been involved in trying to grow crops in places where they
weren't suited to or meant to be," Mr Green said.

Landline / By Margot Kelly https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-08-22/food-plantsolutions-malnutrition-farming-edible-plants/12580732 Posted Sat 22 Aug 2020
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The Royal Societies of Australia
The Long Enlightenment: Australian Science from its Beginnings to the Mid-20th
Century
The Royal Societies of Australia has partnered with Halstead Press in the promotion of a new
book by Emeritus Professor Robert Clancy AM FRSN on the impact of the work of Australian
scientists, both familiar and unfamiliar, up to the mid-20th century.
The book seeks to answer the crucial question of what we can learn from the scientific thinking
and practice of the past. Professor Clancy takes an in-depth look at the practice of scientific
research and discovery from the colonial period up to the mid-20th century in Australia.
Professor Clancy examines over 100 individual scientists and their work to discover what enabled
the dramatic success of Australian research on both a global and domestic stage. This is no
romantic celebration of an imagined golden age, but rather an evidence-based study of the assets,
obstacles and limitations that both supported and undermined the course of scientific achievement
in this country. Included in this list of key players are:
Joseph Banks

Frank Macfarlane Burnet

William and Lawrence Bragg

David Masson

Anton Breinl

Douglas Mawson

Thomas Brisbane

Ferdinand von Mueller

Howard Florey

David Rivett

The book describes how the spirit of the Enlightenment energised and transformed discovery in
colonial Australia and identifies local influences which sharpened our methods – a harsh
landscape, unique flora and fauna; a less stratified society than the one often found in the Old
World and a national myth encouraging ordinary individuals to ‘have a go’.
The book takes pains to recognise the vital role played by Royal Societies in science education
and practice during colonial times and in the early 20th century and aims to contribute to the revival
of multidisciplinary science in Australia.
The Long Enlightenment presents its thesis in an exhaustively researched, highly readable
fashion, liberally illustrated with aesthetically appealing and engaging scientific imagery.
Robert Clancy is a leading clinical immunologist. In addition to his medical interests, he has long
been involved in historical research in the areas of medical history and colonial cartography and
has developed a History of Medicine course through the Royal Australasian College of Physicians.
Members of the QSN member bodies have an opportunity to purchase this hardcover book of
approx.. 300 pages with nearly 100 illustrations at $40 plus postage, a significant discount on the
RRP. It will be available in time for Christmas this year. Orders to rsa@scienceaustralia.org,au.
John Hardie FRSN FHEA FGS President
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Aussie Backyard Bird Count – 19-25 October 2020
Dust off your binoculars and head to your local green space, because the 2020 Aussie Backyard
Bird Count is nearly here. It’ll take place during Bird Week, 19–25 October. Register here to take
part..

Discover how to share collections with Trove, work with us on
digitisation projects and help shape the future of our services

Australia, we're all yours.
Making Australia’s history and culture freely available to everyone has always been a core
purpose of Trove. Collections shared with us—digitised newspapers, images, maps and more—
help all of us to uncover mysteries and spark new ideas.
This month’s newsletter closely follows the International Day for Universal Access to Information,
which seems fitting given Trove's commitment to open access and collaboration.
Enjoy exploring Treasures eNews!

Want to help fill in the blanks of our weather history?
Help create Australia’s longest daily weather record.
Scientists are launching a new citizen science project to create Australia's longest daily weather
record beginning in 1838.
They're looking for citizen scientist volunteers to help turn back the pages of history in order to
discover more about Australia's pre-industrial climate. Volunteers will have the chance to digitise
observations from the 1840s and 1850s which have been previously unused in climate change
research. To get started, you can use this link to access the project on the citizen science platform,
Zooniverse.
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If you're a holder of your family's weather data going back to the 19th century, and would like to
share that data in a global sense, get in touch here.
Caitlin Howlett, ANU citizen science project manager for Climate History Australia

Allied Communities activity
It’s Time to Focus on Our Waterways

OzFish Unlimited is a national fishing
conservation charity established to improve
the health of our rivers, lakes and estuaries.
A campaign to accelerate the recreational fishing community involvement in fish habitat
restoration was launched in June 2020 by OzFish Unlimited. Through a series of powerful
images, the online campaign flips the cliched bragging right photo of an angler and their catch
with the waterways in focus instead of the fish. CEO and Founder of OzFish Unlimited Craig
Copeland said it's time to disrupt traditional thinking and turn attention to improving waterways
instead of just the fish that we can catch from them.
"We have noticed a distinct spike in the number of people worried about our waterways health
and concerned about the reduced number of fish. Particularly after the recent bushfires and
flooding," Craig said. "We hope this powerful message will transcend generations, activate fishers,
and get people to understand the issues and involved in our work.
"If you care about fishing, and you want it to be around for the future, I'd encourage you to get
involved with OzFish."
Major OzFish partner BCF will also back the campaign with imagery to be seen instore.
Interested recreational fishers are encouraged to become a member and start to get active
in habitat restoration. OzFish is a national not-for-profit charity, where recreational fishers
come together and help restore, protect and enhance fishing across Australia.
If you would like to know more about the project or get involved become a member of OzFish
online at www.ozfish. org.au or contact 1800 431 308.

About OzFish
OzFish Unlimited is a national fishing conservation charity established to improve the health of our
rivers, lakes and estuaries. It is a member-based organisation dedicated to make our fishing
grounds healthy, vibrant and more productive. Their active work includes; habitat restoration such
as resnagging, riverbank planting, fishways, shellfish reefs and educational and community
capacity building programs.
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Research Funds Applications
Royal Society of Queensland – Research fund applications open
Status of the Research Fund: The Royal Society of Queensland
Research Fund is a public ancillary fund under the taxation legislation.
Grants will be made by the Trustees upon the advice of an independent
scientific assessment panel.
Donations to the Fund are tax deductible as defined by the taxation
legislation. BSB 064-001, Account 11970213.
Grants available: A sum of $5000 in total is available. The Trustees envisage making one or
two grants up to a total of $5000.
Conditions: All applications are to comply with the Funding Policy 2020 available on the
website www.royalsocietyqld.org/research/ . In 2020, applications are particularly encouraged
from citizen scientists and citizens science groups. Postgraduate students are eligible but should
demonstrate that their project would not happen without the grant.
Grants may be disbursed only to a research institution acceptable to the Australian Taxation
Office. Evidence of support by a research institution should be submitted with the application.
Application dates: All applications received before midnight on 28 November 2020 will be
considered. Address applications to The Secretary, rsocqld@gmail.com.
Further information: Prospectus, Funding Policy 2020, research@royalsocietyqld.org.au .

2021 National Science Week Grants now open
Australians with bold ideas to get people involved in science are being called upon to apply for a
2021 National Science Week grant.
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology Karen Andrews said preparations for next year’s
annual festival of science are now underway, with grants of up to $20,000 available for those
who are ready to inspire Australia’s next generation of big picture thinkers.
“National Science Week is … a terrific opportunity to recognise and thank our scientists for their
contributions to the way we understand and engage with the world around us,” Minister Andrews
said. “It was great to see people from all over the country come together to participate in virtual
tours, online events and DIY science and citizen science projects.
“I hope Australians will be able to come together and be involved in activities and celebrations
for National Science Week 2021 – no matter whether that is in person or virtually.”
Applications for 2021 National Science Week grants are now open, and close on 28
October 2020.
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National Science Week will run from 14 – 22 August 2021. To apply for a grant, or read the
updated grant opportunity guidelines, go to https://www.business.gov.au/nswkg

Teaching Resource Review
Writer Col Lynam (Member, Royal Society
of Qld)
Dear colleagues and QSN Newsletter
readers,
If you are a teacher in science, graphics
or art or have a budding young earth
scientist in school, you will definitely be
interested in this publication. It’s
published (in English) by the Zurich
Museum (Switzerland) and graphically
explains Cosmology, in a colour stylised
comic format
Topic source material;
https://library.ethz.ch/en/borrowingand-ordering/searching-for-finding-andusing-media/order-forms.html
The book was produced to accompany a Zurich museum display that ran in March 2018 to June
2019. ETH Zurich participates in space expeditions with ESA and NASA space missions.
The science stories of the special exhibition "Expedition Solar System" can be purchased in form
of a comic book in German, English, French and Italian. Get your hard copy in the Earth
Sciences Library or order it here.
There is a free student workbook (in German) that can be translated easily using
www.deepl.com. Download it for free Expedition Sonnensystem: Physik und Geographie (PDF,
45 MB) (Price is $CHF31 or $AU46.

2020 QUEENSLAND STATE ELECTION LOOMS
(Helpful excerpts from WLPQ Newsletter)

Authorised by Des Boyland, Secretary, Wildlife Preservation Society of Queensland, 30
Gladstone Road, Highgate Hill. Queensland 4101. Parties in alphabetical order.
In the lead-up to the State general election, Wildlife Queensland sounded out three of the
political parties on their election policies that may affect our environment and its wildlife.
Queensland’s State general election is on Saturday, 31 October 2020, and early voting will start
on 19 October 2020. This year’s state election will mark the first time Queenslanders have been
asked to determine who should govern since the state introduced set four-year terms.
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The Greens
• emphasised fire management
• supported the war against plastic waste
• called for strengthening environmental legislation
• included a roadmap to 100% renewable energy by 2030
Labor highlighted
• expansion to the protected area estate
• investment in park infrastructure and Indigenous Land and Sea Rangers Program
• the health of the Great Barrier Reef
• the Koala Strategy for South East Queensland
• the war against waste
Liberal National Party (LNP) highlighted
• achievements of the Coalition over the past century
• war against waste and reform of the waste levy
• support for a protected area strategy
• including enlargement of the protected area estate.

Anyone interested in science on Norfolk Island?
The Norfolk Island Flora and Fauna Society is working up a business case and prospectus for a
proposed Research Centre, being a museum, study centre and laboratory for use by naturalists,
students and scientists visiting the Island for research and field work.
The Society is compiling a list of natural history societies, universities and other scientific and
cultural organisations who might be interested in utilising the Research Centre during visits over
the next few years.
The Society’s President has asked me to canvass QSN member bodies for expressions of
interest. This is not a request for funds (although all donations gratefully received!) Rather it is a
survey to gauge need and to gather expressions of support.

Norfolk Island is an external territory of Australia administered by the Commonwealth and
serviced by two Air New Zealand flights per week to and from Brisbane.
It is a volcanic island with distinctive flora and fauna including a high proportion of endemics.
The climate is maritime and milder than Brisbane’s. There are some very good naturalists and
scientists resident, an active Flora and Fauna Society and a professionally staffed National Park.
There are numerous opportunities for original curiosity-led research including climate-related
research. Any group or researcher who might contemplate visiting the island during the next few
years is invited to let Geoff Edwards know. 02 9136 8019.
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Contact: QSN Newsletter
Colleagues and QSN Newsletter readers
Goodness, that time went by so quickly, and my “in-tray” grows fuller. The diversity of
our projects is amazing. I hope you participate in some of the projects posted in today’s
Newsletter, or, resolve to send me some info on your personal field work.
I invite you to read this second edition for the year 2020, in the spirit of bringing good
fortune to this Newsletter, and make contact, signifying your support by sending advices
of diary-daters, photos, field project reports, student’s resources and citizen projects,
with links, to me as the founding Editor of the Queensland Science Network
Newsletter.
Any commentary on new topics to cover or graphics that enhance the comprehension of
this great collection of scientific bodies, would be warmly received.
Contact Col Lynam (lynam@uq.edu.au) or (newsletter@royalsocietyqld.org.au) or
through “RECEIVE OUR NEWSLETTERS” on https://scienceqld.org/
Or by Facebook “MESSAGE” https://www.facebook.com/QLDScienceNetwork/
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